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T
he philosopher Martin Buber’s best-known axiom is probably ‘All real
living is meeting’. I have often thought it could be rearranged and
transposed to ‘Living is meeting and meeting is living’. To be able to
(really) live their lives must be what we wish for all our clients, and so

to (really) meet our clients must be our every wish, for which empathy is
normally considered the prerequisite. But empathy doesn’t take us as far as a
‘meeting’ in Buber’s sense. This article is about Onding the path beyond
empathy.

Buber’s concept of ‘I-Thou’ is appealing to therapists because of its

underlying allure of inclusivity, and at the same time it is mystifying,

partly because of the complexity of the language in which most people

encounter it. To the extent that it is found mystifying, the reaction is

likely to be one of impatience. We all prefer sound bites, to know where

we are, or a comforting glossing-over with, ‘I know all about that, it’s

really just empathy.’ But it isn’t. And it oQers to any of our therapies a

layer of restorative intercession that goes beyond any symptom-focused

intervention.

Of course, we all know about empathy! We would all, as liberal-minded

human beings, say that if only everyone on the planet understood and

practised empathy towards their fellow beings, the world would not have

the problems it has – the antithesis of the 1960s T-shirt slogan ‘I love the

world – it’s people I can’t stand!’ Search for ‘empathy’ on Amazon and

there are hundreds of oQerings seeking to make the world a better place.

And politically there is a strong case. But ironically Buber does not make

the same exalted claim for I-Thou; rather, his argument is more nuanced:

‘Only so [with a genuine dialogue of I-Thou] can con^ict certainly not be

eliminated from our world, but be humanly arbitrated and led towards its

overcoming.’

A confusion of states

The easy way out of the awkward confusion between I-Thou and the

ideal practice of at least two of Rogers’ core conditions would be to say

that it is equivalent to empathy and unconditional positive regard

combined. Certainly, the experiencing of the other’s world as it is to

them, together with the unconditional acknowledgment of that

experience and the person who has been aQected, perhaps formed,

perhaps transformed, by it, gets us so far. We might say it is common

ground. But there are dissonant elements too, and there is more.

Buber’s I-Thou is a way of being with the other which predicates the

separateness that is necessary for there to be reciprocity and so relating,

but also brings in a sense of mutuality of experience. Reading the text of

Ich und Du [I and Thou] in the original English translation by Ronald

Gregor Smith, we need to conOrm our acquaintance with this old form of

‘you’. ‘Thou’ has a particular signiOcance, which is lost in later

translations that substitute ‘You’. The old English form ‘Thou’ is singular

and can only be the subject of a sentence. The original German and most

modern European languages avoid the ambiguity of modern English

because they have diQerent forms for subject, object, singular, plural,

where English applies ‘you’ casually to all. So when I feel my ‘I’ as ‘I-

Thou’, what I am doing is sharing with the other our looking out on our

world, not perceiving the other as part of my world. In oQering empathy,

on the other hand, there is always an ‘object’ (the client) of my

empathising, ‘object’ here covering both the person and my own

purpose. My ‘I’ is involved in the activity of empathising.

Buber’s descriptions of the I-Thou relationship contain no references to

empathic actions, that is, the resonating or re^ecting of any aspects of

the other’s world or experience; no references, therefore, to any activity

involving intent. A short form of the slightly archaic text of both the Orst

English translation and the original German might be: ‘being with the

other as everything they are and that to be OK (for me), as they are’; a

kind of sitting alongside as an equal participator and with a shared gaze

over a world in common. It points to the greatest challenge of the I-Thou

message. To be able to say ‘…OK as they are’ of anyone, when there is

always vastly more that we don’t know about a person (even a person

close to us) than we do, demands a leap of faith. This shifts I-Thou out of

the domain of intervention and even beyond the compass of way of

being, into the realm of a profound persuasion. For a long time I used

‘attitude’ as a catch-all description, but I believe now that attitude

implies too much of a cognitive process.

For Buber, we encounter God in this ‘between’, which is deOned by the

reciprocity of the process of relating and exchange symbolised in I-Thou.

Maybe we do not wish to attach a religious label to the between,

whether we are thinking of a client context or a social context, but most

of us would acknowledge that there are passages in many of our client

relationships which contain the spiritual. If our approach to therapy is

from a humanistic perspective, speciOcally person-centred or not, we

might relate the spirituality of the between to an oQering of a

‘companionship along the way until our paths diverge’. Poetic imagery

perhaps, but our clients (psychiatric diagnoses apart) commonly refer to

the most important aspect of their therapy as that of having been

listened to and been able to be themselves and be accepted for who

they are without fear of being judged. Just that.

Value-added

Your response may be, ‘Yes, that’s as may be, but look at all the clever

things I do aside from just this therapeutic bond with my client.’ We all

do clever things, or at least it’s important to many of us to believe we do,

but not only do we try to avoid admitting that ‘simple and basic’ is often

best, we are also not all that good at judging what have actually been the

most signiOcant moments in sessions: Timulak in his review of seven

research enquiries into counsellor and client process found ‘studies

show that the clients’ perceptions in therapy may diQer dramatically

from that of the therapist’  and that clients valued more the relational

aspects of events, while therapists valued more the cognitive aspects.

And if it really is like that? That we cannot know what is working for this

particular client at this particular time? And if we really were to take the

risk of following Jung’s precept and, having learnt our theories well, set

them all aside when we came face to face with this individual soul in this

very moment? What then is left, except to be the whole of me, with my

reason and my faith? And my presence, in its wholeness, containing an

acceptance of the other in their own, though part-occluded, wholeness?

And this to be OK?

The process of putting ourselves in this place in our relating with our

clients shares the same plane as that of the clear space that we seek in a

meditation sitting, where we might know ‘clear space’ as Shoshin, or the

beginner’s mind. Paradoxically, the exhortation which is the token of this

stance comes in the negative – that we don’t make objects. Graf

Dürckheim  talks in terms of an approach of stepping back, a way of

regarding which makes a connection but does not even present a

description, a looking which contains no ego with its fears and its

pretensions and its agenda.

In meditating we can reach a ‘oneness’ where the objects which our ego

creates to fulOl the needs of its insecurities dissolve in their own

insubstantiality. In relating, we can reach a ‘oneness’ when we release

the other from our ego’s projections, which have imprisoned them with

our perceptual deOcits. This releasing of the other allows the space

between, a space not owned by either of us, to develop a dynamic which

draws on us both and oQers more than the sum of our two parts. The

French philosopher Gilles Deleuze suggested: ‘Something happens

between people which is not in one or the other. We do not work

together, we work between the two.’

A lived phenomenon

A residential client from the Netherlands with whom I was working for a

week on relationship issues volunteered this re^ection from his own

experience after a session on relating and I-Thou: ‘At Orst I found it

bewildering the idea that “I and Thou” could apply in so many diQerent

places where it was me and other people. The most moving recollection

for me was with my daughter. I thought we had always been quite close.

Occasionally I had done a long holiday trip with her and she came to see

me weekends and I had always tried to be the steady father, not

interfering too much and ready when she needed me. But then there was

this party, she was in her teens, and I guess she saw me as she wasn’t

used to seeing me and after, when everyone had gone, she went wild

with me. She was very angry. I didn’t know what to do she was so angry.

And I just opened up and told her lots of things about me, good and bad,

perhaps mostly bad, well real anyway, and afterwards she said, “I’ve

always known you as your work and stuQ and all the time you were this…

now I know you’re a person, not just a Ogure”. And since then it’s been

diQerent between us. Like a diQerent sort of invisible connection has

been made.

‘And then at work, there was a meeting of all the departments and these

things are always pretty dilcult for me. This time the same, and what

was getting to me was that everyone was closing themselves oQ, all in

their own boxes just talking about things from their own perspective and

it was all so dry and sterile. It wasn’t going anywhere. I don’t know how it

happened for certain, perhaps I looked at someone some way, perhaps I

picked up something someone said, but I know I came in with something

I was enthusiastic about and they could see I was Ored up, not like they

usually saw me, and suddenly it was all diQerent and everybody was

listening to each other and even to me, and they went away with my idea

about working together in a whole diQerent way.’

These are not therapy situations, but they illustrate the signiOcance of

our key phrase, that ‘all real living is meeting’, and that the currency of

the meeting is genuine dialogue, a dialogue arising from a reciprocity of

I-Thou and the oneness brought into being by shared subjectivity. The

proposition of shared subjectivity, the realisation that only meetings

exist, that boundaries are projections of our object-making insecurity,

that in the end we only really live within the uncertainty of non-duality,

all of these shift us with our therapies into the realm of the mystical. For

it is beyond the scope of everyday human reasoning to accommodate the

perceiver in the perceived and the present only as a continual process of

becoming.

My client, who wrote so perceptively about his experience, gave an

instructive account of how a turning point in his own emotional response

had prompted a shift in others. Forget one-dimensional congruent self-

disclosure – in both cases the dynamics were more complicated – what

happened was a shift; as if the image of a ‘reality’, of a still-life paralysed

by its sterile objectivity, faded into a reality freed up to ^ow as living

process. And the shift – which was not my client’s nor the others’ but

belonged to both – needed the reciprocity which can only arise with I-

Thou and could only be described as the passing of one thing into

another in a meeting without a boundary.

For all of us, there will have been times of which we might say,

‘Something changed here, where we met.’

Mutual process?

In a world of interaction, as this human species whose existential reality

is relationship, it is a truism to say that change happens as a mutual

process. But for all we might acknowledge this, we rarely take on board a

true understanding of that mutuality. For the therapist, with an implied

role of agency, it can be very dilcult to adopt an approach of such

humility – perhaps this should be one of the core conditions – which

renders her/him available to be changed themselves by the meeting with

their client. Not changed as in some cognitive reformulation but changed

in the sense of being deeply aQected by a shift which redeOnes some

part or even all of them. It is this availability to be aQected, a humility

predicating openness, which is the core ingredient.

A lot of years ago I recall a referral from one of the GPs in our practice of

a young woman who was a few weeks pregnant, but whom the doctor

believed did not have the network or support systems to cope with

another child. She was very young, estranged from her family, deserted

by the father of the child to be and barely managing, even with the

support the practice had put in place. The GP had been unable to

persuade her that she should have a termination and hoped that I might!

Though not accepting any brief to persuade her of anything, I still

struggled every time we met; not with any moral dimension, but my own

(supposed) ‘instinct’ for her safety, until the session she proudly brought

in her 12-week scan wanting to share it with me, for there was no one

else. As I looked it was as if the screen on which I had been projecting my

world dissolved and all there was, was the two of us… and another

waiting. Much later she told me it was during that session that she had

let go of her stubborn deOance, realising there was no need any longer to

antagonise others with ‘attitude’, because she simply knew that she

would have her child, and they would be OK.

Even so, my own re^ection afterwards was not entirely comfortable, for I

realised how nearly it might not have been the way it was. I-Thou

demands humility, and humility needs an opening, but, if both are

present, then the meeting can result in something which empathy alone

will not.

Buber spoke supportively of the predicament of the therapist in their

quest with their client: ‘…what is demanded of him is that he… himself

step forth out of the role of professional superiority… into the

elementary situation between one who calls and one who is called…

[the] call to… [his] selfhood… that is itself encompassed by chaos, itself

familiar with demons, but is graced with the humble power of wrestling

and overcoming, and is ready to wrestle and overcome thus ever anew.’

And then in recognition of the consequence for the therapist: ‘He returns

to a modiOed methodic in which, on the basis of the experiences gained

in such meetings, the unexpected, which contradicts the prevailing

theories and demands his ever-renewed personal involvement, also Onds

its place.’

Just to be heard

A paradox and a revelation of the proposition of I-Thou is that the

genuine dialogue which it facilitates does not rest on any perception of

the other or about the other. In other words, it does not demand my

understanding still less my liking, for its realisation is in the process of

relating and not the content. Our empathic responses can help our client

(who may process them cognitively as (self) alrmation), but the

restoration of her/his sense of humanness comes from the exchange in

our genuine dialogue, a process between two equal players.

John Gunzburg  echoes this in a thought-provoking way: ‘The

genuineness of the therapeutic conversation is not the responsibility of

the therapist or the client, it is in the nature of the connectedness which

lies between both, within the meeting of both. It is not the therapist’s

concern to ‘be genuine’ or ‘sincere’ or ‘empathic’ in some contrived

fashion… it is the therapist’s responsibility to ensure that an

environment occurs in which meeting can take place…’

For many of us, simply to be heard is all we seek. For many, the nature of

modern society, its working and social environments, resembles the

featureless walls of a prison cell, but before ever there is the possibility

of escape, there can be succour from the knowledge that another has

heard us in our solitariness. That other hearing us, witnessing our

presence, meeting us with nothing more than their presence, can even be

enough.

Simon Cole has been a counsellor-therapist for over 30 years. The

author of several books, including Pathways: a philosophic reFection on

human relationship and Stillness in Mind: a companion to mindfulness,

meditation and living, he is currently Director of Le Sentier Tranquille, a

residential counselling and retreat centre in south-west France.
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